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Making  an  Important
Difference  –  Air  Duct
Aseptics

Smells  in  buildings  (and  homes)  can  be  pervasive,
unpleasant, unhealthy, and sometimes difficult to eliminate.
The culprit can be dirty ducts, leaky ducts, or both! In any
case, the link between poor ventilation and poor indoor air
quality has been well established.

Almost  all  ductwork  leaks,  and  depending  on  the  leakage
locations, this leakage is one of the major causes of dirty
ductwork,  condensation  and  subsequent  mold  growth.
Additionally these leaks draw in dirty attic, basement and
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non-filtered wall cavity air into our breathing zone every
time our HVAC unit operates. These same leaks are costing
thousands of dollars of waited electricity, causing comfort
problems,  and  reducing  the  AC  equipment  capacity  and
performance.
 
Indoor  Air  Quality  is  a  growing  concern  in  every  medical
facility and home today. Exposure to mold may result in cold
like  symptoms,  nasal  and  sinus  congestion,  respiratory
problems,  coughing,  sore  throat,  watery  eyes,  skin
irritations, and is a major trigger of asthma attacks. If high
mold  levels  are  present  in  a  building,  it  is  considered
hazardous. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) states if
levels of hazardous pollutants indoor has been found to be up
to 70 times more hazardous than outdoor air and if mold is
found in a conditioning system the unit should be tuned off.
 
An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. When you need
a professional to solve your indoor air quality needs, ADA is
the company to call. Since 1990 ADA Aseptics has performed
more  than  45,000  commercial  and  residential  projects
throughout Florida. And ass certified members of the National
Air Duct Cleaners Association and a Class A State licensed AC
contractor, ADA has the experience and knowledge needed to
improve your facility’s indoor air quality. Contact ADA today
for your complimentary facility HVAC duct inspection and to
speak with one of our licensed mold assessors or certified
indoor environmentalists.
South Florida Hospital News and Healthcare Report’s number one
goal is top quality healthcare journalism written and edited
for the region’s most successful, powerful healthcare business
executives and professionals.
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